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Abstract. The performance of HPF codes is in uenced by the charac-

teristics of the parallel system and by the eciency of the compilation
system. Performance analysis has to take into account all these aspects.
We present the integration of a compilation system with a performance
analysis tool aimed at the evaluation of HPF+ codes. The analysis is
carried out at the source level. The \costs" of the parallelization strategies applied by the compiler are also captured such that a comprehensive
view of the performance is provided.

1 Introduction
High Performance Fortran (HPF) is a high level language for parallel programming based on the SPMD paradigm. It provides a set of directives, which allow
the programmer to express the potential parallelism of the code, without having
to explicitly state the communications required to distribute the data among the
allocated processors. It will be up to the compiler to take advantage of the HPF
directives inserted into the source code and to generate a parallel code, to be executed on a parallel system. Hence, performance of HPF programs is a function
not only of the the characteristics of the parallel system, but also of the HPF
directives which inuence the parallelization strategies adopted by the compiler.
In this framework, the performance of HPF programs heavily relies on the eciency of the compiler, since the programmer has only an indirect control over
the generated parallel code. For example, it is important to estimate the \costs"
of the parallelization strategies applied by the compiler, in that these costs represent a sort of overhead for the programs with the nal e ect to increase their
overall execution time.
Performance tools have to address all these issues. Hence, a tight integration
with the compilation systems is required to relate the achieved performance to
the source code. Examples of such an integration are presented in 1], 6], 7],
?
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and 8]. In 1], the performance of Fortran D programs is analyzed at the source{
level thanks to the integration of Fortran D compiler and the Pablo performance
tool. The integration of TAU with the pC++ compiler and run{time system
allows instrumentation, pro ling, and tracing support 6]. The source{level evaluation of C, C++, Fortran and HPF codes is addressed by the MPP Apprentice
tool 8] and by the Visualization Tool 7].
In this paper we present the integration of the VFC compilation system 3]
and the Medea performance analysis tool 4]. This work is part of the Esprit
LTR project \HPF+"1, whose goal is to extend the current version of the HPF
language and the related compiling technology to address the requirements of
advanced application problems. HPF+ language includes all HPF{2 features,
a few of HPF{2 approved extensions 5], and additional features for handling
irregular codes.
The aim of our integration is to provide a comprehensive view of the performance of HPF+ programs whose outcomes can be used either by programmers
to understand and to improve the performance of their codes and by compiler
developers to optimize the eciency of the compiler itself. Our integration relies on the instrumentation system (SIS) embedded into the VFC compilation
system. Speci c information about the various activities performed during the
execution of the code is measured. Medea recognizes and interprets this information and provides a description of the achieved performance at the level of
the HPF+ source code.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the main features
of the VFC compilation system with particular emphasis to the SIS instrumentation system. Section 3 describes the possible levels of performance analysis
as a consequence of the integration achieved between VFC and Medea. A few
conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 The instrumentation system
VFC is a source{to{source compilation system from HPF+ codes to explicitly
message passing codes. The parallelization strategies used in VFC are very general and applicable to programs with dynamically allocated or distributed arrays.
VFC combines compile{time parallelization techniques with run{time analysis.
For example, the parallelization of irregular independent loops is based on the
inspector{executor paradigm 2] and can be described as a sequence of separate
phases: work distribution, inspector, gather, executor and scatter.
In order to support performance analysis and tuning of HPF+ codes, VFC
provides SIS, an embedded system for automatic program instrumentation.
SIS is able to instrument, via command{line compiler options, various code regions, such as, subroutines, independent loops, sequential loops, I/O operations
and any arbitrary sequence of executable statements. Moreover, in order to instrument a statement (e.g., array assignment) or any arbitrary sequence of exe1
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cutable statements, the programmer has to insert, into the HPF+ source code,
SIS directives at the beginning and the end of the sequence to be measured.
The instrumentation system can be seen as composed of two main phases:
the code region selector and the parallel code instrumenter. In the rst phase, SIS
analyzes the HPF+ code and collects compile{time information regarding each
code region to be measured. The parallel code instrumenter instruments code
regions while they are parallelized by VFC and also instruments the additional
pieces of code inserted by the compiler into the generated code as a consequence
of the applied parallelization strategies. In such a way, the overhead introduced
by the compiler will also be measured at run{time. For example, in the case of
independent loops, each individual phase (work distribution, inspector, gather,
executor and scatter) is instrumented. In the case of parallelization of a subroutine call, which requires an implicit redistribution, SIS instruments the call itself
and the pieces of code inserted by the compiler before and after the call.
The combined use of the code region selector and of the parallel code instrumenter provides the following information for each instrumented code region:
{ type of instrumented region (subroutine, loop, independent loop, ...)
{ name of the source le containing the code region
{ position in the HPF+ code in terms of line numbers
{ label identifying the instrumented region
{ measurement points inserted in the generated code and associated to the
beginning and to the end of the instrumented code region.
Similar information is also provided for the pieces of code (e.g., work distributor,
gather) inserted by the compiler into the generated code.
Note that SIS instruments all the communication activities associated to the
individual regions and to the pieces of code and recognizes the di erent communication protocols.
The code instrumentation is performed by inserting in the generated code calls
to run{time measurement libraries. At the end of execution of the generated
parallel code, a trace le containing timings for each measurement point and for
the various communication activities is produced.
A one{to{one correspondence is then built between the positions in the source
code and the measurement points inserted in the parallel code. This correspondence, together with the timings information contained into the trace le, is used
by Medea for a source{level performance analysis of HPF+ code, aimed at program tuning and compiler optimization. Each code region and its correspondent
parallel version can be immediately identi ed and analyzed.

3 The performance analysis environment
As already pointed out, performance analysis environments have to be integrated with compilation systems in order to provide source{level analysis of HPF
codes. In the HPF+ framework, Medea, integrated with VFC, is able to address
these performance issues at various levels of detail. A comprehensive view of the

achieved performance is provided by applying a post{mortem analysis of the
information collected at run{time. Such an analysis is based on statistical and
visualization techniques.
Pro ling of various HPF+ code regions, analysis of the overhead introduced by
the compiler, analysis of the communication activities and of the behavior of
individual processors are examples of the outcomes provided by Medea as a result of its integration with VFC. In order to be more e ective, all these analyses
correlate performance results with HPF+ source code.
Code pro ling provides timings of the instrumented code regions, e.g., independent loops and subroutines. It also provides the number of occurrences, i.e.,
the number of times the code region has been executed. All these kinds of information are very useful for programmers in that they highlight the most time
consuming code regions.
As an example, Figure 1 plots the execution times of various sequential loops,
together with their number of occurrences. Labels associated to each bar refer
to le name and line number of the HPF+ code containing the loop itself.

Fig. 1. Execution times, expressed in seconds, and number of occurrences of sequential
loops.

The overall execution times shown in the gure account for the actual computation required by the code and for the various phases required by the parallelization strategies adopted by VFC. Hence, it is important to understand
the contribution of these individual components in order to evaluate the overhead introduced by the compiler in terms of communication times and extra
computation times. The evaluation of this overhead provides feedback both to
programmers and to compiler developers on the eciency of the code and of

the compiler. Large overheads may suggest to adopt di erent data distributions,
or to optimize parallelization strategies. Note that the overhead analysis is well
suited to quantify the costs of accessing distributed data within sequential loops
and subroutines.
Figure 2 shows the breakdown of the execution time for a set of independent
loops the times spent in the ve phases of the inspector{executor paradigm,
namely, work distributor, inspector, gather, executor and scatter, are outlined.
Let us remark that the actual computation of independent loops corresponds to
the executor phase.
From all these diagrams, a link to the source code of the instrumented code
regions can be obtained.

Fig. 2. Breakdown of the execution time for independent loops.
The analysis of the communication costs for each instrumented code region
highlights the contributions of the various communication types, i.e., transmitting, receiving and collective exchanges. An example of communication time
breakdown is shown in Fig. 3.
The communication analysis can be specialized on a per protocol basis, with
the aim of evaluating the communication schedule. Inadequate communication
patterns can lead to unbalanced timings among the allocated processors, as
shown in Fig. 4. Such a situation may reect unbalanced data/work distributions.
Dynamic behaviors of the communication patterns are investigated by means
of communication pro les, which plot, as a function of the execution time, the
number of processors involved in the various communication activities.
Metrics, such as, speedup and signatures, provide an overview of the degree of
parallelism achieved by the program, by analyzing the overall execution time
varying the number of allocated processors.
All the levels of analyses outlined above, e.g., pro ling, overhead analysis,
study of the communication patterns, provide deep insights into the program behavior from di erent perspectives. Hence, data analysis techniques are required

Fig. 3. Execution time and breakdown of the communication times, expressed in seconds.

Fig. 4. Per protocol communication times for each allocated processor.
to summarize the large amount of collected information. Advanced statistical
and numerical techniques, such as, clustering and tting, are provided within
Medea, and can be pro tably used for the purpose.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented an environment for performance analysis of HPF+
codes developed in the framework of the Esprit HPF+ project. This work relies
on a tight integration between the instrumentation system embedded in VFC and
the post{mortem performance analysis tool Medea. This integration provides
a source{level analysis of the performance of HPF+ codes which allows the
evaluation of the eciency of the compiler as well as of the each individual code
region.
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